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a b s t r a c t

One main challenge for prediction of gas permeability in shale is the geometrical complexity at pore scale
of shale. Shale structure is highly anisotropic and heterogeneous, which cannot be well described by
packing of spheres or bundle of tubes. Besides, there are abundant nanoscale pores in shale so that the
Knudsen number of gas flow is high, leading to failure of the conventional Darcy's law. Aiming at these
challenges, we have studied the influences from pore-scale anisotropy and heterogeneity of shale mi-
crostructures on gas permeability including the high Knudsen number effect (or Klinkenberg effect for
Darcy scale). First, a geometry-based method is proposed to quantify the pore-scale anisotropy and
heterogeneity of shale. Then we reconstruct three-dimensional shale structures by the random
generation-growth algorithm and use the lattice Boltzmann method to predict its permeability. To reveal
the high Knudsen number effect, both intrinsic permeability and apparent permeability are evaluated.
Our results suggest that the intrinsic permeability increases with the anisotropy of pore geometry in
parallel direction to the bed, while decreases in perpendicular direction. The slip factor for Klinkenberg
correction also exhibits anisotropy when high Knudsen effect is considered. On the other hand, the
heterogeneity of pore distribution may have positive influences on intrinsic permeability for given
porosities.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the declination of conventional natural gas resources,
shale gas becomes more and more important because of its huge
storage and relatively matured exploitation technology. To opti-
mize the exploitation and predict the gas production, the gas
permeability of shale is an important parameter. However, there is
no precise model for shale gas permeability yet, because shale has
very complex geometry for gas transports. Generally, shale struc-
ture is highly anisotropic and heterogeneous, and most organic
pores are at nanoscale. A quantitative description of these features
and their influences on gas flow is essential for shale permeability
modeling.

Experiments have shown that shale is strongly anisotropic and
the permeability parallel to the bed is one, or more, order of
magnitude higher than the perpendicular permeability (Kwon
et al., 2004). The anisotropy of shale is reflected at both macro
scale and pore scale. At macro scale, shale has layered structure,
ng).
which has been studied and modeled by many researchers. Begg
and Chang (1985) developed a statistical method to predict the
perpendicular permeability of reservoir containing discontinuous
plate-like shales. McCarthy (1991) considered the flow in layered
sandstone-shale structure by both analytical modeling and nu-
merical simulation. Burton and Wood (2013) provided quantitative
characteristic data of the layered shale morphology and studied its
influence on permeability. Besides, the anisotropy of shale is also
observed at pore scale, for example, the structure of organic matter
is anisotropic too. As shown bymicro scanning, some organic pores
in shale have large aspect ratio (Kwon et al., 2004) and the geom-
etry parallel or perpendicular to the bed direction is quite different
(Wan et al., 2015). This kind of anisotropy has been quantitatively
characterized through neutron scattering by Gu et al. (2015), which,
however, contains scattering intensity limiting the application as a
result. A geometry-based definition of pore-scale anisotropy is
desired and the relation to permeability is in demand.

The heterogeneity of shale exists at two scales as well. At macro
scale, there are many material compositions in shale, such as
kerogen, pyrites, clay and calcite (Loucks et al., 2009). Each
composition has its own characteristic morphology and it is very
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difficult, if not impossible, to describe them in a unified model. The
heterogeneity at pore scale refers to the non-uniform distribution
of pores, which is clearly presented in many observations (Tang
et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015). Recently, some pore-scale models
have considered the heterogeneous pore distribution, such as the
pore-network modeling by Zhang et al. (2015) and lattice Boltz-
mann simulation by Chen et al. (2015). However, in these works the
pore-scale heterogeneity was not quantified and therefore its in-
fluence has not been explained yet.

The third feature of shale geometry is that nanoscale pores are
dominant (Chalmers et al., 2012). When pore size is comparable to
the mean free path of gas molecules, the Knudsen number (Kn)
becomes high and the gas permeability is no longer a constant
(Karniadakis et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008). Starting from
Klinkenberg (1941), many models have been proposed regarding to
the high Kn effect in porous flow (Civan, 2010). However most
models are built for isotropic and homogeneous structures. When
anisotropy is concerned, some works assume that the slip factor in
Klinkenberg correction remains isotropic (Kaluarachchi, 1995;
Shmonov et al., 2011), while recent experiments show that in
graphite compression packings, the intrinsic permeability and slip
factor are both highly anisotropic (Lasseux et al., 2011). It is very
important and valuable to make clear whether the anisotropy of
shale microstructure can enhance the high Kn effect or not.

In this work, we focus on the pore-scale anisotropy and het-
erogeneity, because macroscale anisotropy has been well-studied
and the heterogeneity in macroscale is too complex to describe in
a unified model. For simplicity, we refer anisotropy and hetero-
geneity in particular to the pore-scale anisotropy and hetero-
geneity in below. Both intrinsic and apparent permeability are
studied to reflect the high Kn effect. We firstly develop a geometry-
based method to quantify the anisotropy and heterogeneity and
apply it to the micro scanning images of shale. Then, according to
the quantified results, we reconstruct 3D shale structure based on
Quartet Structure Generation Set (QSGS) method. Finally, the
intrinsic permeability and apparent permeability are predicted by
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) and a quantitative relationship
between geometry features and gas permeability is established.
2. Quantification of anisotropy and heterogeneity

2.1. Anisotropy

Because of the compaction in vertical direction, most shale has a
transversely isotropic structure (Wang, 2002). This means that
shale is isotropic in any direction parallel to the bed and the
anisotropy only appears in the plane perpendicular to bed. As the
formation process of shale is various, the anisotropy of pore
structure is also different. Fig. 1 shows the varied pore geometry in
the organic matters of shale.

To quantify the anisotropy, we firstly extract the pore geometry
from shale image (take Fig. 1 (c) for example, as shown in Fig. 2).
Then we consider a line crossing the structure along the bed and
define the average pore number it can encounter per unit length as
nx. Similarly we can define ny in the direction perpendicular to the
bed. The anisotropy of the pore structure is defined as

A ¼ ny
nx

: (1)

The quantified anisotropy of the 4 structures in Fig. 1 is shown in
Table 1. It should be noted that although illustrated by 2D image,
this definition is also suitable for 3D structure.

The defined anisotropy can reflect the aspect ratio of the pores,
which is explained in details in Appendix A. As a simple illustration,
we consider a specific case that all pores are elliptical with the same
eccentricity and same orientation along x direction (the pore size
can be varied). The anisotropy of the structure equals a/b, where a is
the semi-major axis and b is the semi-minor axis, which is in
agreement with common sense. There are mainly two advantages in
this quantification method. First, it is purely geometry based and
physical parameters, such as scattering intensity, are not included.
Second, it is not affected by the non-uniform distribution of pores,
which is necessary to study anisotropy and heterogeneity separately.

2.2. Heterogeneity

Before quantification, we need to clarify that the heterogeneity
is depended on the observation scale. For example, if the obser-
vation scale is less than pore diameter, all porous structures are
heterogeneous because the difference of pore and solid. On the
other hand, if the observation scale is larger than the scale of
representative elementary volume (REV), all porous structures are
homogeneous. Thus, we firstly define the observation scale lx, ly, lz
along x, y, z direction respectively. After that, we divide the whole
porous structure into blocks with side length of lx, ly, lz. Thenwe use
the relative standard deviation of each block's porosity to quantify
the heterogeneity of pore distribution:

H ¼ 1
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP ðfi � fÞ2
n� 1

s
(2)

where fi is the porosity of i-th block and f is the total porosity. For
2D case, only two observation scales are required and the expres-
sion for heterogeneity is the same.

To demonstrate the heterogeneity of pore distribution in shale,
we consider 4 images cutting parallel to bed, as shown in Fig. 3.
After extracting the pore geometry, each image is divided into 4� 4
blocks (Fig. 4) and the quantified heterogeneity is presented in
Table 1. Just as before, the quantification of heterogeneity is ge-
ometry based and not affected by anisotropy, so the anisotropy and
heterogeneity are studied separately in the following sections.

3. Structure reconstruction

For real shale samples, the properties such as porosity, anisot-
ropy and heterogeneity are all varied. But to study the influence
from a specific factor, all other parameters must be kept constant.
Thus, direct simulation in real structure is not appropriate whenwe
want to reveal the geometry effect on permeability. In contrast,
structure reconstructed by statistical method has adjustable
properties, while the morphology is consistent with real samples.
Thus, we adopt the QSGS algorithm (Wang et al., 2007a; Wang and
Pan, 2008) to reconstruct the porous structure, which is described
as follows.

(1) Randomly generate cores in a grid system according to the
core distribution probability c, i.e. each cell in the grid system
has the probability c to become solid.

(2) Expand every solid element to its neighboring cell in normal
directions based on the growth rate Dx, Dy, Dz in x, y, z di-
rections respectively.

(3) Repeat step (2) until the porosity is reduced to the desired
value ε.

The anisotropy of the structure can be realized by varying the
growth rate in different directions. Since shale has transversely
isotropic geometry, we choose Dz < Dx ¼ Dy and an example
structure with Dx/Dz ¼ 7 is presented in Fig. 5 (a).



Fig. 1. Different pore geometry in the organic matters of shale. The black represents the organic nanopores while the dark grey is the organic matter and the light grey is the mineral
matrix. The cutting direction is perpendicular to the bed and the samples are from different regions: (a) Longmaxi, China (obtained by our own SEM scanning); (b) Barnett, USA
(Bhandari et al., 2015); (c) Niutitang, China (Wan et al., 2015); (d) Marcellus, USA (Gu et al., 2015).

Fig. 2. The pore geometry extracted from shale image in Fig. 1 (c), with pores repre-
sented by black and matrix by white. The average pore number encountered by the red
and blue lines is used to quantify the anisotropy. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
The anisotropy and heterogeneity of shale image in Figs. 1 and 4, respectively.

Anisotropic structure Heterogeneous structure

Geometry in Fig. 1 Anisotropy, A Geometry in Fig. 4 Heterogeneity, H

(a) 0.979 (a) 0.678
(b) 1.156 (b) 0.876
(c) 1.253 (c) 1.218
(d) 1.607 (d) 1.756
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The heterogeneity cannot be accomplished by original QSGS
algorithm and we propose a two-scale generation method to
realize it.

(i) Create a refined structure with core distribution probability
cR, growth rate DR

x, DR
y, DR

z and porosity ε
R.

(ii) Independently construct another coarse structure: generate
cores with distribution probability cC≪cR and expand with
growth rate DC

x, DC
y, DC

z.
(iii) The final structure is the combination of the refined structure

and the coarse structure, i.e. the cell is solid if it is occupied
by either of the structures. When the combined structure
reaches the desired porosity ε, stop growing the coarse
structure.

In the two-scale scheme, the refined structure represents the
subtle geometry of organic matter, while the coarse structure



Fig. 3. The shale images showing the heterogeneous pore distribution. The black represents the organic nanopores while the dark grey is the organic matter and the light grey is the
mineral matrix. The cut direction is parallel to the bed and the samples are taken from Longmaxi shale, China (obtained by our own SEM scanning).

Fig. 4. The heterogeneous pore geometry extracted from Fig. 3 (c), with pores repre-
sented by black and matrix by white. The image is uniformly divided into 4 � 4 blocks
by the red lines when quantifying the heterogeneity. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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represents the mineral matrix. The structure heterogeneity is
positively related with cR/cC and an example structure with cR/
cC ¼ 250 is presented in Fig. 5 (b). In this work, we take the same
value for the six growth rates in the two structures, but they can be
set different to couple the heterogeneity and anisotropy.

4. Simulation method

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is applied to simulate the
isothermal flow in reconstructed porous media. LBM has high ef-
ficiency in dealing with complex wall boundary (Wang and Chen,
2007; Wang et al., 2007b), which is the main challenge for
porous flow simulation. Besides, LBM is derived directly from
Boltzmann equation (Chen and Doolen, 1998; He and Luo, 1997) so
it has a solid physical foundation, especially when high Kn effect is
concerned. LBM discretizes the distribution function and describes
its evolution:

fiðx þ ciDt; t þ DtÞ � fiðx; tÞ ¼ Uiðf Þ; i ¼ 0;1; ,,,;N � 1 (3)

where fi (x, t) is the discrete distribution function; ci is the lattice
speed;Ui (f) is the discrete collision operator andN is the number of
the discrete velocities. The lattice speedmodel D3Q19 (3 dimension
19 speed) is used in this work for numerical accuracy (Wang and
Kang, 2009). As for the collision operator, we adopt the multiple
relaxation time model (MRT) (Higuera et al., 1989; Lallemand and
Luo, 2000) because of its good stability for complex geometry
(d'Humieres et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2006). The MRT model is



Fig. 5. Two example structures reconstructed based on QSGS method: (a) anisotropic structure with Dx/Dz ¼ 7; (b) heterogeneous structure with cR/cC ¼ 250.
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expressed as:

Ui ¼ �
X
j

�
M�1SM

�
ij

�
fj � f eqj

�
; (4)

whereM is a 19� 19 matrix, whose value was given by d'Humieres
et al., (2002). S is a diagonal matrix (Pan et al., 2006):

S ¼ diag
�
0; se; sε;0; sq;0; sq;0; sq; sv; sp; sv; sp; sv; sv; sv; sm; sm; sm

�
;

(5)

sv ¼ 1
t
; se ¼ sε ¼ sp ¼ sm ¼ sq ¼ 8

2� sv
8� sv

; (6)

where t is the relaxation time given later by Eq. (9). The f eqi in Eq.
(4) is the equilibrium distribution function with the form of

f eqi ¼ uir

"
1þ ci$u

RT
þ ðci$uÞ2

2ðRTÞ2
þ u$u
2RT

#
; (7)

where ui is the weight of direction i in D3Q19 model; R is the
specific gas constant and T is the temperature. The variables r and u
Fig. 6. The LBM simulation for intrinsic permeability K0 of BCC structure: (a) The simulation
The comparison of MRT result to theoretic value from Sangani and Acrivos (1982).
are local density and velocity respectively, determined by the
discrete distribution function:

r ¼
X
i

fi; u ¼ 1
r

X
i

cifi: (8)

Eq. (8) also links the distribution function in LBM to the physical
quantities.

For the boundary conditions, we apply the pressure boundary at
inlet and outlet and periodic boundary in the other two directions
(Guo et al., 2002). The pressure difference is very small so that the
variation of gas properties is negligible. As for wall boundary, since
the generated structure already has a zigzag interface, the classical
LBM wall boundary can be directly applied. We adopt the bounce-
back scheme for non-slip flow and diffusive wall boundary for high
Kn flow.

To verify the numerical method, the steady-state non-slip flow
through packed spheres is studied. The spheres are arranged in
body centered cubic (BCC) array with porosity of 0.582 and side
length of 320 nm (Fig. 6 (a)). We compare the stability of MRT
model against the single relaxation time (SRT) model in Fig. 6 (b).
Similar as reported by Pan et al. (2006), The SRT result for intrinsic
permeability is strongly dependent on relaxation time:
structure with grid resolution N ¼ 96; (b) The stability test for SRT and MRT model; (c)



Table 2
The parameters for reconstructed structure in simulation.

Anisotropic structure Heterogeneous structure

Core distribution probability, c 0.01 Core distribution probability for refined structure, cR 0.01
Core distribution probability for coarse structure, cC 1 � 10�4, 8 � 10�5, 6 � 10�5, 4 � 10�5, 2 � 10�5,

Porosity, ε 0.3 Porosity for refined structure, εR 0.3
Porosity, ε 0.1

Grid resolution 30 � 100 � 100 Grid resolution 30 � 100 � 100
Cell scale (nm) 20 Cell scale (nm) 20
Growth rate along x, Dx 0.008 Growth rate 0.008
Growth rate along y, Dy 0.008
Growth rate ratio, Dx/Dz 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Fig. 7. The cross section perpendicular to the flow direction (x direction) of one group of the reconstructed anisotropic structures, with pores represented by blue and matrix by red.
The growth rate ratio from (a) to (e) is 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 3
The average anisotropy and heterogeneity for structures in simulation.

Anisotropic structure Heterogeneous structure

Growth rate ratio, Dx/Dz Average anisotropy, A Core distribution probability ratio, cR/cC Average heterogeneity, H

1 1.00 100 0.737
3 1.29 125 0.783
5 1.45 167 0.863
7 1.57 250 0.889
9 1.67 500 1.05
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t ¼ 1
2
þ m

rDx

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
RT

r
; (9)

where m is the dynamic gas viscosity and Dx is the lattice length.
Since the relaxation time is determined by gas properties when the
lattice is settled, it means the intrinsic permeability is affected by
gas properties in SRT model, which is physically incorrect. In
contrast, MRT model shows good stability with the variation of
relaxation time, thus it is adopted in our simulation. TheMRT result
is also comparedwith the analytical solution of Sangani and Acrivos
(1982) in Fig. 6 (c). With the increasing of grid resolution, the error
decreases in general. The error is mainly introduced by the
discretion of the sphere since its radius could be a little lower or
higher than the desired value. But even with the lowest grid reso-
lution with just 16 cells per side, the error is only about 5 percent,
which reflects the accuracy of LBM and its advantage for low res-
olution grid.



Fig. 8. The intrinsic permeability of structures having different anisotropy, with each
point reprenting the permeability of a reconstructed structure. The intrinsic perme-
ability of isotropic structures (black points), anisotropic structures in parallel direction
(blue points) and perpendicular direction (red points) are presented. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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To consider the high Kn flow, Kn is firstly defined for porous
media (Knudsen, 1933):

Kn ¼ l

l
; (10)

where l is the mean free path of the gas molecules; l is the char-
acteristic length (Civan, 2010):

l ¼ 2Vp

S
; (11)

where Vp is the pore volume and S is the interface area between
pore and solid.

The high Kn effect is realized by introducing the diffusive wall
boundary based on kinetic theory and the effective viscosity. Based
on the work of Ansumali and Karlin (2002), a general form of
diffusive boundary, which is applicable for both channel and porous
media, is expressed as:

f newi ¼ uiP
j;solid

uj

X
j;solid

fj; (12)
Fig. 9. The slip factor for anisotropic structures, with flow di
where i is the direction in which the distribution function is un-
known; j is the direction pointing to solid cell. Another character-
istic for high Kn flow is that the molecular movement is confined by
the structure, leading to a lower effective mean free path and thus
lower effective viscosity than the bulk. The Bosanquet-type vis-
cosity model is applied in this work:

me ¼
m

1þ aKn
; (13)

where a ¼ 2.2 suggested by Beskok and Karniadakis (1999). The
accuracy of the above LBM scheme for high Kn flow has been
proved in our previous work (Wang et al., 2016). It should be noted
that a ¼ 2.2 is strictly valid for channel with length-height ratio of
20. Kalarakis et al. (2012) found that for two-dimensional porous
flow, the value of a is about 3.4e4, but they suggest the error caused
by a is acceptable for porous flow. For simplicity, we adopt a¼ 2.2 to
evaluate the high Kn effect in the three-dimensional porous
structure. If more precise results are desired, a should be deter-
mined by fitting the experimental data.

5. Results

The flow in anisotropic structure and heterogeneous structure is
simulated separately in this section. For each value of anisotropy or
heterogeneity, ten structures are created and simulated to reduce
the error caused by random growth algorithm. Both intrinsic and
apparent permeability are predicted by simulation and the slip
factor is calculated to evaluate the high Kn effect.

5.1. Anisotropy

The parameters in the structure reconstruction are presented in
Table 2. A grid system with the resolution of 30 � 100 � 100 is
chosen so that the flow has a larger cross section and the fluctua-
tion can be reduced. Fig. 7 shows the cross section of the structure
with growth rate ratio from 1 to 9 and the corresponding anisot-
ropy (average of 10 structures) is presented in Table 3. Compared
with Fig. 1 and Table 1, the anisotropy of real shale and recon-
structed structure is at the same level and the pore morphology is
similar, proving that the reconstructed structure can reflect the
properties of real shale. In our simulation, we further conduct a grid
refinementwhich doubled the grid number in each side, so the final
grid resolution is 60 � 200 � 200 with 10 nm cell scale.

We firstly simulate the steady-state non-slip flow by LBM to
determine the intrinsic permeability. Without loss of generality, the
gas pressure is adjusted so that the relaxation time is kept to 1. For
the anisotropic structures described above, the flow direction is
rection parallel to bed (a) and perpendicular to bed (b).



Fig. 10. The cross section of one group of the reconstructed heterogeneous structures, with pores represented by blue and matrix by red. The core distribution probability ratio from
(a) to (e) is 100, 125, 167, 250, 500, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. The intrinsic permeability of structures with different heterogeneity, with each
point reprenting the result of a reconstructed structure.

Fig. 12. The slip factor for heterogeneous structures, with each point reprenting a
reconstructed structure.
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parallel to the bed, which is the general case in shale. But for
comparison, another set of structures are reconstructed to exam
the permeability perpendicular to the bed. The parameters are
consistent with Table 1 except the growth rate is Dy ¼ Dz ¼ 0.008;
Dz/Dx ¼ 1,3,5,7,9. It is well-known that for anisotropic structure, the
parallel permeability is larger than the perpendicular permeability.
In Fig. 8, we further show that the parallel permeability increases
while perpendicular permeability decreases as anisotropy
increasing. A possible explanation is that when anisotropy in-
creases, the tortuosity in parallel direction increases while it de-
creases in perpendicular direction, as evidence shows that shale has
much smaller tortuosity parallel to the bed (Revil et al., 2013).
Then the apparent permeability is predicted by introducing
diffusive wall boundary condition and effective viscosity model in
LBM. With the apparent permeability at a certain Kn, the slip factor
is calculated as follows:

b ¼ K=K0 � 1
Kn

; (14)

where K is the apparent permeability and K0 is the intrinsic
permeability, both obtained through LBM simulation. As presented
in Fig. 9 (a), when parallel to the bed, the slip factor increases with
anisotropy, which means the high Kn effect is stronger in
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anisotropic structures. This is because when shale gas flows
through more wide but narrow pores, it is more likely to interact
with the wall and the confining effect is more significant. However,
in perpendicular direction the variation of slip factor is not as
obvious, because shale has transversely isotropic structure and
when the gas flowing along the symmetry axis, the pore geometry
in the cross section is isotropic.

5.2. Heterogeneity

Similar to the study of anisotropy, we reconstruct ten groups of
structures and each group has five structures with different het-
erogeneity. The parameters are listed in Table 2 and the cross sec-
tions of the structures are presented in Fig. 10. Heterogeneous pore
distribution is obvious and the heterogeneity is positively related
with the core distribution probability ratio cR/cC. The quantitative
data of the averaged heterogeneity is given in Table 3, which is at
the same level with real structure date in Table 1. But unlike
anisotropy, the structures with same cR/cC are more dispersed in
heterogeneity. The maximum and minimum heterogeneity of all
the structures are 1.196 and 0.527 so the actual range of hetero-
geneity is much larger than presented in Table 3.

Fig. 11 presents the intrinsic permeability of all the recon-
structed structures. It is clear that the intrinsic permeability in-
creases rapidly with heterogeneity. When the heterogeneity is 0.6,
the intrinsic permeability is around 0.3 � 10�18 m2, while it in-
creases to about 0.7� 10�18 m2 when heterogeneity reaches 1. Two
main reasons are responsible for the increasing. First, at low het-
erogeneity the pores are more dispersed so it is more likely for a
pore to be isolated (dead pore). After deleting the dead pores, the
porosity drops from 10% to 8.90% for the structure with highest
heterogeneity while to 8.05% for lowest heterogeneity. Second, the
pores are better-connected when heterogeneity is high. When the
pores are more concentrated, they have higher possibility to con-
nect with others and narrow throats which can greatly constrain
the flow are less likely to appear. Fig. 12 shows that the slip factor is
not affected by the heterogeneity of the structure, which is ex-
pected because heterogeneity does not influence the pore
geometry.

6. Conclusions

Shale permeability is much larger than the prediction of
isotropic homogeneousmodels such as packed spheres or bundle of
tubes. In this work, we investigate the influences of three pore-
scale features of shale: anisotropic pore morphology, heteroge-
neous pore distribution and the dominant nanoscale pores. A
quantification method for pore-scale anisotropy and heterogeneity
is established and the permeability of reconstructed porous struc-
ture is predicted by high efficiency LBM. The following conclusions
are obtained:

(1) The intrinsic permeability increases with the anisotropy of
pore geometry in parallel direction to the bed, while de-
creases in perpendicular direction.

(2) For the same porosity, the intrinsic permeability is higher
when the pore distribution is more heterogeneous.

(3) The high Kn effect is enhanced by pore-scale anisotropy
when the gas flow is parallel to the bed.
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Appendix A

The link between the anisotropy defined by Eq. (1) and pore
geometry is explained in this Appendix. Consider a 2D pore in a
rectangular region. The width of the pore is w and the height is h;
the size of the rectangle is l1 � l2 (Fig. A1).

Fig. A1. The sketch for a pore with anisotropic geometry in the rectangular region.
Draw a line crossing the rectangle along x direction. The prob-
ability that it encounters the pore is h/l2. Now consider that there
are N pores in the rectangle and the width and height of each pore
are wi and hi respectively, where i ¼ 1, 2, …, N. Then for the same
line, the expectation of the total pore number it encounters is

Nx ¼
XN
i¼1

hi
l2
: (A1)

So the average pore number it can encounter per unit length is

nx ¼ Nx

l1
¼
XN
i¼1

hi
l1l2

: (A2)

Similarly, in y direction we have

ny ¼
XN
i¼1

wi

l1l2
: (A3)

So the anisotropy defined by Eq. (1) is

A ¼ ny
nx

¼
 XN

i¼1

wi

!, XN
i¼1

hi

!
; (A4)

which is the sum pore width over the sum of pore heights. If the
aspect ratio r ¼ w/h is the same for each pore, the structure
anisotropy equals to the pore aspect ratio, i.e. A ¼ r. Otherwise, the
anisotropy is the average aspect ratio with weight hi=h:

A ¼
XN
i¼1

ri
N

hi
h
; (A5)

where ri is the aspect ratio for the i-th pore, h is the average pore
height. This is expected because larger pores contribute more to the
permeability so their influences should be stronger.
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